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Fontane | GD Cucine
Fontane, the first entry in GD
Cucine’s Dogi bathroom collection, combines solid ash, natural
stone, glass and marble into a
series of clean, simple lines. The
wood is available in six waterbased stain tones, as well as a
special dark finish; its surfaces are
offered in eight Corian options,
as well as stone and marble. Tall
storage units, vanities, benches
and other accessories round out
the collection.
http://gdcucine.com

Paiova Monolith | Duravit
Duravit’s Paiova Monolith is
carved out of a rectangular,
acrylic monobloc, resulting in a
seamless bathtub with continuous
lines. An apron leads from the
tub’s interior all the way down
to the floor, removing the need
for paneling. A host of optional
features, including jet systems,
colored lights and sound modules
allow it to be tailored to the

Best

needs of any project.

seating

www.duravit.us

Style Moderne Collection |
Samuel Heath
JumpSeat | Sedia Systems
Samuel Heath’s Style Moderne
JumpSeat from Sedia Systems features a high-design aesthetic that is ideal for
auditoriums, theaters and public assembly areas. Plywood and spring steel create the
backbone of JumpSeat’s cantilevered structure. Folding to less than 4 inches thick
when not in use, the innovative seat allows for the maximum amount of people in
the minimum amount of space. The line is available with armrests and in multiple
laminate, veneer and upholstery options.
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factured in solid brass and offered
with a choice of finishes in chrome
plate, polished nickel or antique

and cross top elements give it a
modern edge that can appeal to a
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line of bathroom fixtures, all manu-

gold. The gloss black chrome levers

www.sediasystems.com

Intima Modular | Arcadia Contract
www.arcadiacontract.com

Collection is an Art Deco-inspired

Oyyo Chair | JANUS et Cie
www.janusetcie.com

variety of design aesthetics.
www.samuel-heath.com
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